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Focused patient history and workup

• 60-year-old women presented with a year long history of bloating, 
frequent urination, and reflux.

• Diagnosed with Infiltrating Ductal Carcinoma 3 months prior

• Reported 30lb weight loss over past few months 

• FH: uterine cancer in daughter (diagnosed at age 37); uterine or 
ovarian cancer in mother

• Physical Exam: 
• Abdomen: increased abdominal girth, no tenderness to palpation, and no 

palpable fluid wave. 
• Lymphadenopathy: No cervical, supraclavicular, or inguinal adenopathy



List of imaging studies

• CT Abdomen and Pelvis with contrast

• PET-CT skull base to thigh 



CT Abdomen and Pelvis with contrast

• Large multiloculated mixed cystic lesion 
of the lower abdomen and pelvis, likely 
arising from adnexa.

• Uterus surgically absent and ovaries not 
clearly identified.

• Small amount of free fluid in pelvis.  

Sagittal 



CT A/P with contrast continued

• Numerous linear septations and areas of 
mural nodularity and thickening. 

• Small amount of free fluid in pelvis
  

Axial 



CT A/P with contrast continued

• Subtle fat stranding in the 
omentum that could reflect 
early omental metastases 

Axial 



CT A/P with contrast continued

• Small right pleural 
effusion

Axial 



PET CT skull base to thigh

• Underwent exploratory 
laparotomy, bilateral salpingo-
oophorectomy, and 
appendectomy.

• PET-CT performed for 6-
month follow-up: No findings 
to suggest recurrent ovarian 
cancer or metastatic disease.



What is on your differential 
diagnosis?



Differential Diagnosis

• Mucinous cystadenoma - multilocular cysts with loculi of variable intensities
• Mucinous cystadenocarcinoma - similar in appearance to cystadenoma
• Serous cystadenoma - unilocular thin-walled cyst
• Serous cystadenocarcinoma - cystic mass with solid portion, often bilateral
• Krukenberg tumor
• Clear cell carcinoma
• Brenner tumor
• Appendiceal mucinous neoplasm

• GI tract mucinous adenocarcinoma
• Endometrioma



Patient treatment or outcome

• Surgical Pathology: Stage I mucinous carcinoma of the ovary

• Genetic testing for hereditary cancer risk syndrome was normal.

• Left breast lumpectomy for Infiltrating Ductal Carcinoma

• Underwent chemotherapy with agents active against both breast and 
ovarian cancer. Radiation to chest wall. 

• During treatment course, patient developed back pain that radiated 
down to foot, initially thought to be a herniated disk. 
• PET-CT ordered to assess for possible disease progression 



PET-CT Skull base to thigh (8 months after prior PET)

• Compared to prior PET-CT, 
there are numerous new foci 
of abnormal radiotracer 
activity within the bones, 
spine, and multiple ribs. 

• Abnormal uptake outlines 
peritoneum and omentum.

• Increased ascites.
• Tiny pulmonary nodules 

within right lung. 



Ovarian Mucinous Carcinoma

• Make up 10-15% of ovarian neoplasms.1

• Can be benign, borderline or malignant.1 
• 80% are benign, ~16% borderline

• Commonly in women 20-40 years old.1

• Average size at presentation is 18 cm, present with nonspecific pelvic symptoms.1 

• Imaging commonly includes ultrasound and MRI
• Ultrasound: multilocular cystic mass of varying complexity
• MRI:

• T1-weighted fat saturated sequences, post-contrast demonstrate cyst wall thickening, septa and internal 
solid components.2

• T2- depending on differing mucin concentration within locules can result in “stained glass appearance”2

• Surgical resection is gold-standard treatment. Adjuvant chemotherapy in rare case 
of mucinous carcinoma with extraovarian disease.1, 13



Classic appearance on MRI T2 

• Variable signal intensities of 
the locules 

• “Stained glass window 
appearance”.7

Image source: Lee et al. 



ACR Appropriateness Criteria

Cost: 
• CT A/P with 

Contrast: ~ $,1,340. 8

• PET/CT: ~ $4,637. 8

Based on these criteria, the patient should have had US or MRI first. However, the clinician had 
a high suspicion for ovarian cancer given the patients family history and exam findings. CT is 
recommended for ovarian cancer staging and may be why this was first modality chosen.



UNC Top Three 

• Mucinous neoplasms of the ovary make up 10-15% of ovarian 
neoplasms and the majority are benign or borderline.

• Imaging evaluation typically involves ultrasound and MRI with findings 
of a large, unilateral, multiloculated cystic mass.

•  Gold-standard treatment is surgical resection, with good prognosis for 
majority of benign and borderline cases. 
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